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George Han has eyes and hands, and when he feels something is
wrong, he hugs the whole egg directly in his arms. I hit a lot of money,
but at least Xia Wei and Dan are in good condition, and George Han
has only wiped some skin himself.

“Oh, I’m so painful.” George Han didn’t say a word yet, over there, the
pangolin was already screaming.

Looking back, the pangolin’s eyes were staring at gold stars at this
time, and even a big bag of strands abruptly formed in the head.

In front of him, a large red-gray object about one square meter in size
appeared straight in front of several people.

While George Han’s speechless pangolin “the car is not easy to drive”,
he also fixed his gaze on the big red-gray object in front of him at this
time.

After all, under the ground, if you say that gravel and tree roots are
always there, it is not uncommon. These are normal conditions. As far
as pangolins are concerned, even if they are “open” with their eyes
closed, they are not uncommon. No accident occurred.

“What is this?” George Han looked at this big thing weirdly, wondering
for a while.

George Han was puzzled, Xia Wei also noticed this big object that
shouldn’t appear in the ground. The pangolin touched her head and
raised her head. She glared at it very depressed. , For this thing, it is
also completely stunned.

“What the hell is this?” Pangolin said.

George Han frowned slightly, stepped forward, and gently touched
the red-gray object with his hand. The texture was stone-like, but it
seemed to be a lot less hard than the stone.



If you have to look for adjectives, the anti-fodder is a square made of
a huge plasticine, but this plasticine is at least the kind that has been
left for a long time, and it has been dried.

Xia Wei also wanted to touch it, but as soon as she stretched out her
hand, she suddenly discovered that there were many small spots on
the “plasticine”. Upon taking a closer look, her whole body was
disgusting to the extreme.

It wasn’t a little bit at all, but a small eye hole, and a small tail like a
snake and an earthworm appeared at the mouth of the hole, wriggling
in like a maggot.

“Hey, it’s disgusting.” Xia Wei couldn’t help showing disgust, and took
a step back hastily.George Han only noticed this unusual scene.
Previously, George Han only cared more about what it was, so he had
been making a fuss about the material and didn’t pay attention. at this
point.

Looking closely now, it was as disgusting as Xia Wei said, but more
importantly, George Han found that there were many more than ten
centimeters long in the surrounding soil of this “plasticine”, like snakes
like earthworms. The gadget is coming towards “plasticine”.

“Damn, what’s this stuff?” Even George Han was dumbfounded.

“Damn, it’s not that our whereabouts were discovered by those guys,
so, did you deliberately set up obstacles?” The pangolin said with
some worry.

George Han didn’t say a word. According to his plan, after going down
the mountain, he already expected that the opponent would pursue it
with all his strength, so he ordered the pangolin to take himself and
Xia Wei from the ground.

In terms of speed, George Han deliberately relaxes the pangolin. In
the process of rapid pursuit, people will pay special attention to the
situation ahead, and often don’t pay too much attention to the rear
that they have just passed, but because there are many people
chasing It may not be a wave, so George Han chose to go a little
slower than the first wave, but he would not be slowed down too much
to move forward.



This way you can ensure that you are behind the first wave of chasing
people and not too close to the second wave of chasing people.

“Looking at the slow speed of these worms, this thing should have
been here for a long time. It’s unlikely that those guys laid it down.”
George Han shook his head.

“That’s not the group of guys, then is this another mess?” The
pangolin agreed with George Han’s point of view, but at the same
time he was full of more curiosity about this stuff.

“This thing is not something underground at all, it is definitely placed
here deliberately.” The pangolin said depressed. “Although I don’t
know what this thing is.”

Chuanshanjia didn’t know, George Han didn’t know, and it’s even
more unlikely that Xia Wei’s “beautiful ladies” would know, but when
the three of them had question marks on their faces, all of a sudden,
the “plasticine” in front of them moved suddenly… …

Boom…
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As the “plasticine” vigorously moved, the surrounding soil began to
loosen. While a few people hurriedly covered it with their hands, the
“plasticine” began to rise slowly.

When everyone looked back, the plasticine had gone all the way up,
and eventually it was pulled out of the ground, leaving a huge gap
through which one could see the sky.

The setting sun is still there, but there is only the evening left, with the
remnant afterglow, printed on the horizon.

The three of them were silent, and even their breathing was
deliberately stopped, for fear of a little movement.

However, after waiting for about a minute, I only heard some
movement above, but did not get involved in the three-person state.
More importantly, after a while, those voices stopped, and then the
sound of footsteps gradually moved in another direction. The line
drifts away.



The pangolin glanced at George Han suspiciously. What’s the
situation? !

Isn’t it really that group of guys?

Or is this group of guys coming for a while?

George Han shook his head slightly. He didn’t know the situation, but
he could go up and take a look.

One is that the three of them really need to rest after having been on
the road for so long. They have been marching under the ground. In
fact, the three of them are in a very bad state. It will be at night
immediately, and it is also conducive to hide and rest even if they are
unclear.

The second is that if the “plasticine” was released by the group of
people, then the whereabouts were exposed, and naturally there
would be no meaning to hide it. It would be better to take the initiative
and at least take the initiative to avoid being targeted.

And if it is not the group of people who put it, but other people, then at
least this place should be safe, and that group of people should not be
nearby.

Otherwise, how can the group of people find people everywhere? !

Even so, George Han was curious about who put this strange thing
underneath, and what was it used for? Or, is it deliberately targeted?

Thought of this, it does not seem any reason not to go up, nodded red
pangolin, pangolin wound:. “His mother, Anyhow I hit the seven halo
eight elements, I also find him to avenge it.”

Then , The pangolin grabbed the two of them, and an acceleration
rushed directly to the ground along the opening.

As soon as they reached the ground, the three of them gasped
heavily, breathing the fresh air outside freely.When I

came to the land of the demons, I never felt that the air here was fresh,
but I have been walking underground for too long, but now I feel that it
is different.



The huge “plasticine” still stands beside it, but a figure has slowly
moved towards the distance.

The three looked at each other and followed directly.

The mountain road at night was quite rugged, and the figure in front of
him walked slowly, until about ten minutes later, he suddenly
disappeared after crossing a relatively high slope.

The three of them looked at each other again, damn it, wouldn’t it be
an ambush?

Taking advantage of the moonlight, the pangolin cat walked up and
followed up the hillside, but after a while, the cat was stunned.

When George Han saw it strangely, Xia Wei stayed behind and
walked slowly toward the pangolin. When boarding the high slope and
looking down, George Hanyi was also a little silly at the time.

Under the moonlight, there are lights circling below, a large lake is
under it, and there are several sounds of water, but the figure is sitting
by the lake, indifferent.

In the darkness, under the moonlight, Pangolin and George Han
glanced at each other, and when they were strange, they suddenly
drank when they heard the figure.

“

Here .” The two looked around, and saw that the figure suddenly
stood up, holding a long pole, and at the same time it was raised with
a light drink, there was a sound in the water, and then, under the
moonlight. , A white-light rugged fish faintly sees a corner through the
water.

In the next second, there was another sound of water, and the fish
plunged into the water, suddenly exerting force.

“Fishing?”

Although neither of them yelled aloud, the wide-open eyes of each
other already showed how great the roar was in their hearts at this
time.



Followed for a long time, the result is loneliness?

However, thinking about the worms and snakes in the “plasticine”,
George Han suddenly patted his head, shit, it’s really fucking fishing.

I really had nothing to do when I was full, and I came to chase people
fishing by myself.

I’m going to be chased and killed as a damn, really “leisure”.

With a self-deprecating smile, George Han was about to leave with
the pangolin, but at this moment, an accident suddenly appeared…
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